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INTRODUCTION 

History 

Established in 2000 , Parmis is the brainchild of Godfrey Foong, who saw an unfulfilled 

demand in the market for surface protection technology. As an engineer by training, 

Godfrey’s vision to fill this void was to create a team of highly trained consultants to help 

our clients achieve their project objectives through effective and cost-efficient solutions, 

while minimising their corporate carbon footprint. With this in mind, he endeavoured 

globally to source for the most effective surface protection technology available in the 

market. 

With over a decade’s wealth of experience, and a strong relationship with our suppliers, 

Parmis is the leading surface protection specialist today. 

What is Protectapeel 

Protectapeel is a liquid applied protective, peelable coating which forms a skin tight bond 

with most non-porous surfaces. The tough, protective coating is designed to protect most 

non-porous and semi-porous surfaces such as glass, windows, steel, GRP, metals, acrylic 

and concrete against damage including scratches, weld splatter, paint over spray, rust, 

weather and abrasion. 

Protectapeel provides protection for 12 months or more, when required it can simply be 

peeled from the surface, condensed into a small ball and either recycled or disposed of 

safely in domestic waste. 



Why use Protectapeel 

Failure to protect surfaces correctly can lead to a number of problems, like damages that 

results in replacement or repairs, or additional cleaning costs. 

These problems are difficult to negate, and in turn could potentially cause delays in 

delivery, contractual disputes, that result in hefty penalties and breakdown in 

supplier/customer relations. 

Protectapeel helps YOU avoid these problems by nipping the problem in the bud. It is 

environmentally smart and can help you to manage your carbon footprint by reducing 

damage & replacement rates. 

Benefits of Protectapeel 

Protectapeel forms a skin tight protection that can protect unconventional, uneven shapes 

easily unlike protection films making them ideal for shaped or uneven surfaces. 

It is easy and fast to apply, and provides protection for 12 months or more when exposed 

to UV and weathering, and up to 24 months when used internally. 

Protectapeel provides great adhesion via surface tension technology which means no 

adhesives or staining residues! It is also easily repaired and removed, making Protectapeel 

the most logical solution for your surface protection needs. 

The versatility of Protectapeel is being used and trusted in various sectors. 



Product range 

1. Advanced GlassProtect 

Advanced GlassProtect is a weather resistant, peelable 

protective coating designed for external use on glass and 

many other substrates used within the construction 

industry for up to 12 months. The product dries to a skin 

tight plastic film which will offer resistance to scratches, 

abrasions, overspray of solvent paint, cement and plaster 

spatter during the construction or refurbishment process. 

The coating has been specifically formulated to provide 

excellent UV resistance. 
Using this product reduces costly damages and delays. The product leaves a clean undamaged 

surface on removal which facilitates a smooth and timeous hand over. This also prevents the 

glass from being scratched by cleaning teams. Advanced GlassProtect is 100% waterproof once 

dry which makes it suitable to use in the harshest of environments. This product has been tested 

and is safe to use on any Low – E, coated and high-performance glass. 

 

Coverage 5m² /L 

2. MultiSurface 

   
MultiSurface is a peelable protective coating designed for internal use on most non-porous 

surfaces such as; plastics, acrylics, marble, work surfaces, stainless steel, concrete, lacquered 

flooring, tiles and paintwork. MultiSurface protects against damage such as scratches, surface 

abrasion, staining, spillages and paint and cement spatter for up to 24 months. Other industries 

where MultiSurface is suited is the advertising, film and set building. In these industries it is 

commonly used for temporary colour changing of virtually any surface. Allowing for further 

painting or graphics applied on top of the product which will then simply be removed with the 



product on completion of the project. These projects often face extremely tight deadlines so this 

product enables fast restoration back to the original state of these surfaces. 

This product is safe to use on virtually any surface. It also can be used to mask sensitive areas 

during sign making or painting. 

Coverage 4m² /L 

3. BoothStrip
BoothStrip is a white, peelable protective coating 

designed to protect walls, floors and working surfaces 

within a spray booth from overspray and 

contamination. The coating will withstand 

temperatures up to 800C. The white protective coating 

provides a light reflective surface for better working 

conditions and can be over-coated several times 

before being stripped off as part of the spray booth 

maintenance programme.

The product is water based, easy and safe to apply. It will save the user considerable time and 

money when it comes to the clean down process of the booth, whilst avoiding the use of 

environmentally harsh solvents during clean-down and contains no silicone which is an important 

factor for the vehicle industry. 

Once the product is stripped off, it can simply be disposed of as low hazard waste. 

Coverage 4m² /L 

4. BathProtect

BathProtect is a peelable protective coating used to protect any 

smooth surface in a bathroom or kitchen during construction or 

renovation. BathProtect is a must for any plumber or contractor 

who has faced previous replacement costs of expensive fittings and 

finishing’s.  It is used to protect areas like baths, basins, tiles, 

shower trays, taps, glass, marble, granite and travertine. It will 

protect these surfaces against paint spillages, cement, grouting and 

any other chemicals that are found on a construction site. 

It is easy to apply by brush or roller and once the building process 

is complete it is simply stripped away by hand leaving the surface clean and undamaged. 

Coverage 4m² /L 
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5. FloorProtect 
BoothStrip is a white, peelable protective coating designed to 

protect walls, floors and working surfaces within a spray booth 

from overspray and contamination. The coating will withstand 

temperatures up to 800C. The white protective coating provides a 

light reflective surface for better working conditions and can be 

over-coated several times before being stripped off as part of the 

spray booth maintenance programme. 

The product is water based, easy and safe to apply. It will save the 

user considerable time and money when it comes to the clean 

down process of the booth, whilst avoiding the use of 

environmentally harsh solvents during clean-down and contains 

no silicone which is an important factor for the vehicle industry. 

Once the product is stripped off, it can simply be disposed of as low hazard waste. 

Coverage 5m² /L 

6. Advanced Non-Flam 
 

This product is a 

weather resistant, 

peelable protective 

coating designed to 

protect a various 

surface that can be 

stored externally 

for up to 12 

months. The 

product dries to a tough plastic film that will withstand substantial foot traffic and will prevent 

damage from paint overspray, spillages and scratches of various surfaces that require a 

specialised flame-retardant coating. This product has flame inhibitors added into it to 

substantially reduce its ignition point. This makes the product ideal for use in fire sensitive 

areas like transformer and generator rooms. 

It will protect the floor from oil spillages as well as not promote combustion. It is highly resistant 

to most acids thus the coating can be used in areas such as acid plants or where other corrosive 

liquids are found. Advanced Non – Flam is UV stable for a period of up to 12 months (Shown in 

the pictures above it is applied as a fire belt on electrical cabling and ship building.) 

Coverage 5m² /L 

http://www.peelablecoatings.co.za/wp-content/gallery/singlepics/advanced-non-flam-01.jpg


7. Advanced Anti-Rust
Protectapeel Advanced Anti Rust is mainly used in the industrial 

and mining sectors to protect any steel surface that is either being 

stored for extended periods of time or during shipping and 

handling. In the mining and engineering industries gears and 

pinions are protected whilst often stored outside, exposed to harsh 

climatic conditions. The product will prevent any rust from forming 

on the surface so when the items are ready to be installed or delivered the product is simply 

stripped off by hand to reveal a clean rust-free surface. This saves tremendous costs during 

shutdown times for routine maintenance and repairs. 

There is no more need for messy tapes that need to be scrapped 

off and then cleaned with solvents before the items can be 

used. Protectapeel Advanced Anti Rust eliminates the need for 

waxes and oils that require hot water and solvents for removal. 

Protectapeel Advanced Anti Rust can also be used for permanent 

protection of surfaces that require a coating that is acid resistant. The product has been 

successfully used to protect electric motors in acid plants on many South African mines. 

Protectapeel Advanced Anti Rust is available in clear for use where colour coded items need to 

be identified for regular maintenance or inspection. 

Coverage 5m² /L 

8. SignMask

Protectapeel SignMask is a temporary peelable protective 

coating designed for temporary masking, decoration and 

protecting of many different surfaces and signs. The liquid 

applied coating dries to form a tough film that will protect 

the surface for up to 12 months and is UV stable for 

external use. 

This product is ideally suited for road signage where a 

certain portion of a sign needs to blocked out for a 

temporary period. It is also used on large stadiums to allow the event organisers to block out all 
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or certain advertising boards or structures for a specific event. At the end of the event the 

product is simply stripped off by hand or removed with a high-pressure hose to reveal a clean 

and undamaged surface 

 

Coverage 5m² /L 

 

9. VehicleProtect 

VehicleProtect is a temporary peelable protective coating 

which provides superior protection to any surface on a 

vehicle, caravan, trailer, quad bike, motor bike and golf 

cart. Ideal uses for this product are during hunting trips, 

game viewing, transportation/storage and 4×4 excursions. 

This product provides tough protection from, stone chips, 

scratches, bird droppings and tree sap. This product does 

not use an adhesive to stick to the surface therefore will not 

leave any residue when removed. 

VehicleProtect is a liquid, water-based product that is UV 

resistant for a period of up to six months, drying to a 

waterproof plastic film. 

 

Coverage 5m² /L 

 

10. HydroMask S 

 
Protectapeel HydroMask S is a water-based, heat-

curing, temporary peelable masking designed for 

use during chemical etching/milling/pickling 

processes. Protectapeel HydroMask S shows 

excellent resistance to acid and abrasion and can 

be applied by spray, roller or dip. The product can 

be air dried or force dried using a combination of 

heat and/or heat and moving air. 

 

Coverage 4m² /L 
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11. E100 
E100 is a temporary peelable protective coating designed to protect internal non-porous surfaces 

from damage caused by; abrasion, staining, spillage and scratching. The liquid applied coating 

dries to form a tough film that will protect surfaces such as; cast acrylic, plastic, painted and 

polystyrene surfaces for up to 12 months. 

 

 

12. 5490 
Protectapeel 5490 is a peelable coating designed to protect optical glass and metal surfaces 

during fabrication and shipment. The product has been specially formulated to meet Boeing 

Aircraft specification BMS 10-52. The dry film is extremely tough and has high adhesion 

properties, giving optimum protection against scratches, corrosion, dye marks, drilling, riveting 

and countersinking operations. 

Coverage 4m² /L 

 

Use the matrix below to find which product to use for a specific application 
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Mask 

Vehicle- 
Protect 

Hydro- 
Mask 
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GlassProtect 

Multi- 
Surface 

Booth- 
Strip

Floor- 
Protect 

Bath- 
Protect 

Advanced 
Non-Flam 

Advanced 
Anti-Rust 

Sign- 
Mask 

Vehicle- 
Protect 

Hydro- 
Mask 

E100 5490 

Engineering x x 

Epoxy Floors x x 

Equipment x 

Film Industry x x x x 

Gears x 

Glass x 

Granite x x 

Laminate floors x 

Marble x 

Marine x 

Mining x x 

Mirrors x 

Nuclear 

Decontamination 

x x 

Paintwork x 

Pinions x 

Plastic x 

Plumbing x 

Pumps x 

Rust Prevention x 

Set Building x x x x 

Shipping x x 

Signage 

Spray Booths x 

Stadiums x x 

Stainless Steel x 

Steel Rollers x 

Structural Steel x x 

Taps x 

Tiles x 

Travetine x 

Vehicles x 

Windows x 
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